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Why has there been persistent low growth after the 2008 
financial crisis?
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Are unconventional policies such as Quantitative 
Easing part of the reason? 



Goal of Monetary Policy : to achieve a stable positive low inflation rate
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Conventional method
• Adjust the overnight borrowing rate
• Lowers returns on savings
• Lowers cost on borrowing
à Incentivizes households to increase their consumption

Quantitative Easing
• Large scale asset purchases on the open market

• Lowers the long term interest rate

à Mainly affects firms

Overview: Monetary Policy
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Increased flow of capital from large firms to young firms 
through investments and buyouts

Large firms benefited
• Hold collateral
• Have borrowing history

Young (and small) firms lost out
• Little or no collateral
• Uncertain valuation and low income

Asymmetric effect of credit policies 

Monetary Policy
• Conventional
• Quantitative Easing

Macroprudential Policy
• Requirements on borrower

loan-to-value ratios
• Requirements on financial 

institutions



Hypothesis

• The increased financing asymmetry between large and small firms made it 
more likely for a small firm to be bought out 
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1) Increased financing asymmetry made buyouts more likely
2) Higher likelihood of buyout leads firms to conduct more incremental 

innovation

• Affects small firm innovation choices. Strategically position “closer” to 
large firms

• Leads to more incremental innovation and therefore lower growth

We will test



Patent Data

• PATSTAT – maintained by the European Patent Office with patents 
starting from the mid 19th century and covers all major countries
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• Contains information on patent applications, publications, 
publication citations, grant information, application authenticator 
office, priority patents, technology codes, applicant and inventor 
information, legal information, abstracts, etc. 

• Also has constructed data such as: nace code table used to 
identify industries, patent families groupings, number of patent 
family citations, etc. 



Buyout Data

• Thomson SDC Platinum collects merger and acquisition information 
from news articles and public security filings
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• Claims to have global coverage

• Detailed information on the deal including target and acquiror
names, address information, immediate and ultimate parents, 
product codes, deal announcement date, effective date, 
withdrawal date, whether the target or acquiror is a financial firm, 
deal value, percent of shares acquired, percent of shares sought, 
number of bidders, source(s) of funding, etc. 



Merge process

• Firm names not standardized
• String matching algorithm
• Clean firm names

• Remove symbols
• Group consecutive single letters together
• Remove generic company words (ex. Company, Ltd, LLP, etc. )

• Levenshtein distance on words in each name
• Threshold percentage of words matched in a given name
• Filter out mismatches 

• with common word in name
• On short names 
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Final Dataset

• Constructed variables:
• Patent count
• Knowledge stock

• From cumulative patenting with 15% depreciation rate
• Innovation measures from technology codes

• Originality 
• Radicality 
• Proximity between two firms in technology space
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• Over 200K completed buyout deals
• 34023 involve an acquirer who has patented
• 6008 involve a target firm who has patented
• 5326 deals with both target and acquirer patenters

• Deals with US targets between 1980 and 2016
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Stylized Fact #1

Average patent originality was increasing up until 2008 and has 
since been declining
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Stylized Fact #2

• Median target (blue line) 
originality around the years of a 
buyout  is higher than median 
acquiror (orange line) originality 
• Implies, target firms patent in 

more original areas and are 
bought out for those innovations.

• Acquiror originality is increasing 
steadily over time 
• Implies acquirors are focused on 

innovating
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Stylized Fact #3

Mean target originality is decreasing sharply after 2008



Specification

First stage:
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Second stage:

Assuming: 
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First Stage Results



Conclusion:

• Unconventional policies exacerbated the asymmetry between large 
firms and small firms, increased the likelihood of buyouts and caused 
new firms to do more incremental innovation (as opposed to radical 
innovation)
• Target firms conduct, on average, more original innovation than 

acquirer firms
• Clear decline of patent originality after 2008 and particularly steep for 

target firms
• Buyouts are correlated with the fed funds rate but becomes 

insignificant when the long term rate is added
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Next steps

• Improve string matching
• Finish second stage results
• Add firm financial data 
• Construct a complementary measure for innovations
• Develop a theoretical model
• Expand the econometrics to link incremental innovation with lower 

growth 
• Schumpeterian models
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Thank you!
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